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Local Water Management Plan Requirements
Local water management plans adopted by member cities pursuant to Minnesota
Statutes, Section 103B.235 shall be consistent with the Commission’s Third
Generation Watershed Management Plan. Local plans must comply with MN Statutes,
Section 103B.235 and MN Rules 8410 regarding local plan content.
•

Update the existing and proposed physical environment and land use. Information
from previous plans that has not changed may be referenced and summarized but
does not have to be repeated. Local plans may adopt sections of the Commission’s
Plan’s Inventory and Condition Assessment by reference unless the city has more
recent information, such as revised figures and data.

•

Explain how the goals and policies, and rules and standards in the Commission’s
Plan will be implemented at the local level, including any necessary modifications
of local ordinances, policies, and practices and specifically addressing adoption
and enforcement of a manure management ordinance.

•

Show how the member city will take action to achieve the load reductions and
other actions identified in and agreed to in TMDL Implementation Plans and the
WRAPS study, including identifying known upcoming projects including street or
highway reconstruction projects that will provide opportunities to include load
and volume reduction BMPs.

•

Show how the member city will, through an executed and recorded maintenance
and inspection agreement, inspect or cause to be inspected and documented at
least every five years privately owned permanent BMPs installed to meet the
goals and policies and rules and standards of the Commission’s Plan, and the
actions the member city will take to assure that the BMPs are maintained and
operated as designed.

•

Update existing or potential water resource related problems and identify
nonstructural, programmatic, and structural solutions, including those program
elements detailed in MN Rules 8410.0100, Subp. 1‐6.

•

Summarize the estimated cost of implementation and analyze the member city’s
ability to finance the recommended actions.

•

Set forth an implementation program including a description of adoption or
amendment of official controls and local policies necessary to implement the
Rules and Standards; programs; policies; and a capital improvement plan.
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